
To process the customer order with its specifications and to check if all the elements are included in the contract review in
order to respect the objectives and the cost price;
To elaborate the document according to the customer specification, to dialogue with the customer;
Establish the list of material requirements and consult by comparing with the quotation and the contract review;
Collect material certificates (provide to customer for approval) and initiate purchasing;
Write the weld book in accordance with the customer's procedures as communicated during the contract review
Dialogue with the customer to correct the welding book;
Transcribe product files into cutting programs and flow sheets;
Prepare drawings for internal or subcontracted machining;
Obtain NDT and painting procedures according to customer specifications;
Launch missing QMOS if planned in the contract review;
Select subcontractors referenced in the list, negotiate price and lead time;
Prepare packing lists.

SOCARENAM Calais is recruiting an Apprentice Preparer M/F.

Your main mission is to produce technical documents for the workshop as well as manage supplies and purchases. As such,
your missions are the following:

SOCARENAM, a leading shipbuilding and repair yard in France, provides complete project
management for all types of civil and military vessels up to 100 meters in length. 250

employees actively participate in the company's growth and guarantee the reactivity and
flexibility necessary to carry out large-scale programs.

Preparator M/F - Internship

Naval trades

Join us !
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Job offer

You wish to integrate a Bac+2 or a Bac+3 such as BTS CPI, DUT GMP, Professional Licence, etc.
You have knowledge in mechanics and wish to acquire knowledge quickly
You have a good team spirit, you are rigorous, organized and autonomous in the research process
Knowledge of CAD/CAM software (such as Autocad) would be a plus.
A working knowledge of the English language is desirable

Please send your application to : recrutement@socarenam.com (ref: 2022_0002)
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